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Zirax to launch business in Kuwait together with GCC area partner Khalid Y. Al Fulaji & 
Partners Co. (KYF) after authorization by Kuwait ministry of commerce.  
 
Zirax, a company whose area of operation includes development of technologies, production and 
sales of specialty process chemicals used in oil & gas, foods, construction and other industries, 
together with Khalid Y. Al Fulaji & Partners Co. have successfully finalized multi-step registration at 
Kuwait ministry of commerce to promote advanced know-how and technologies for oil and gas 
industry of Kuwait. 
 
Zirax is one of the leading oilfield chemicals producer and service organization focused to develop, 
produce and market range of production and stimulation chemicals as well as Calcium Chloride based 
brine fluids for oil drilling, completions and work over services.   Major part of these solutions have 
been effectively used for many years by  leading oil & gas companies adding each time positive case 
history to company profile.  
Zirax logistics team provides its worldwide customer base in Russia, FSU countries, Asia, GCC, North 
Sea and North America with high‐end quality "door to door" delivery service of oil production and 
stimulation chemicals and various multi‐component brines. For more details - www.zirax.com 
 
 Our respectable partner KYF Company operates in the oil & gas value chain, power, infrastructure 
and other industries, through representation and partnerships supplying goods and technologies from 
renowned international manufacturers, contractors and services providers. Its portfolio of products 
include oilfield equipment, industrial equipment and construction materials. 
 
Emerging from a distinguished family in the business arena, KYF developed to become a leader in 
the area of trading and contracting within Kuwait and a favorable business partner to various 
international companies and local clients. Dedication, enthusiasm and ethical approach define KYF’s 
operation methodology. Additionally, to better serve its business interests, KYF associates itself with 
professional experts at various industries to ensure the best presence of its business and principals 
in Kuwait. For more details - www.kyfco.com . 
 
Commenting Zirax successful authorization at Kuwait Ministry of Commerce Zirax Overseas sales 
support oil & gas engineer Dmitriy Tikhonov said: “We are supplying oil and gas companies with our 
effective chemical solutions in Russia and all over the world for a long period time. It is essential that 
oil and gas production companies are continuously searching for solutions that enhances oil recovery. 
We, as developers and manufacturers of such solutions, are doing and going to do all required to 
provide this. We are deeply interested in success stories with our customers to achieve their targets 
with our products and alongside with KYF we are sure we to find great opportunities in Kuwait”.  
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